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thanks for your reply. seems that i'm going down a long road with this because i have similar problems with my pc as well. from what i can tell the speedstep controlers are not working correctly for some reason. and the fact it worked for a while and just stopped working some how. i tried some of the
suggestions with a bootable usb and it just hangs. i've tried uninstalling drivers and all that and i get the same problems over and over. has anyone ever had this problem before? why don't you try doing a 'try windows 10 free update' from a windows 7 installation? this is what i did and i was able to

successfully update to windows 10. make sure you do not install the universal windows apps. having a few apps installed might interfere with the update process. i used a hdu drive. i've just updated my e6420 and after i install the intel drivers it said that it wouldn't finish the setup as it was not finding
a hard drive or memory so i connected a 2nd drive and now it found the intel drive with a green exclamation. i'm not sure if it's done installing now or not. i will disconnect the drive and see what happens. thank you for the directions. i'm not sure if it is, but here is my problem. in upgrading windows 8.1
to windows 10, it went thru the start screen fine. i can click on upgrade and then after it did everything it said "restart your computer now". i restarted the laptop and it all looked great, then about 3 days later i restarted and the same thing as before happened. i let it finish the upgrade and then at the

end it just rebooted and then started over at the start screen. had to reinstall to get this far but wanted to see if it could get all the way. hopefully it helps!
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thanks for the information. i bought this computer in march 2015 and windows 8.1 installed on it. i did the upgrade to windows 10 on the same computer in march 2016. at the end of the upgrade it looks like it went fine. using the hp easystart tool, i can get the fu920f to boot off the usb. also, the issue
is that the mass-storage driver does not show any of the media in the laptop. only my samsung hard-drive. the samsung fu920f is not being detected by the mass-storage driver. the a04 is supported on the hp site as mass-storage compatible. however, the issue is i cannot load any image to it. it cannot
auto detect my samsung fu920f and 500gb hard-drive. also, the issue is that i cannot get the samsung fu920f to boot off the usb. the installer is supposed to install the driver. if the installer does not install the driver, then the user should be prompted. this should be noted in the installer logs and would

be the first thing i would search for. i've been looking on dell's website, and have found nothing. i do not have the mass storage controller driver cd, the drivers on the cd, or any other driver cd. is there a place i can get it from, or do i have to create it myself? i have a latitude e6420, with win 7 home
premium, 64 bit (not enterprise). i have done three system restores, and am ready to install win 8.1. the dell driver cd is not working, and i'm not finding the driver on the dell website or the win 8 cd. i'm looking for the mass storage controller driver for my latitude e6420. if you have any ideas, please

let me know. 5ec8ef588b
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